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o a selected list of eminent individuals
associated with the art and business of the motion picture and
a limited number of connoisseurs of genuine Americana there
is now extended an invitation to subscribe to a de luxe prepublication édition of a book of the first magnitude
"This is, I believe, the first endeavor to set down the
whole and true story of the motion picture. I have
been in contact with the author's researches through
his years of préparation and I am aware of an unrelenting effort at exact fact. A high degree of detailed
accuracy has been attained. Ramsaye's théories,
opinions and déductions are his own."

A MILLION AND ONE NIGHTS
THE HISTORY OF THE MOTION PICTURE
BY TERRY RAMSAYE
This édition is unqualifiedly limited to three hundred and
twenty-seven numbered copies, of which three hundred and
seventeen are for sale. The édition is not offered to the gênerai public.
Thomas A. Edison has personally autographed the first volume of each of the three hundred and twenty-seven numbered
sets.
Terry Ramsaye's pre-eminent position as the officiai historian of the screen has recently been recognized in striking fashion through his appointment to write the article on the motion
picture for the next édition of the Encyclopedia Britannica.
AN AMERICAN EPIC
"A MILLION AND ONE NIGHTS—THE HISTORY OF THE MOTION PICTURE" covers every phase of the subject:
1) It sketches the age-long social forces and individual instincts from which the motion picture inevitably grew;
2) It describes with intimate and authentic détail the development of the motion picture mechanism;
3) It overthrows legends and hearsay myths about the early
days of the motion picture and replaces them with a truthful
account infinitely more thrilling;
4) It narrâtes the spectacular growth of the film business in
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ail its phases—production, direction, distribution, and exhibition;
5) It sets down the amazing exploits of the pioneers who
made the motion picture of today possible;
6) It reveals the larger story and the greater romance behind the fanfare of the picture players and the gossip of the
studios;
7) It tells the untold taies of the stars and the secrets of the
star makers;
Here is history with the flavor and piquancy of intimate disclosure. Here are taies of melodrama and humor, sinister
struggle and flamboyant slapstick,—experiments, escapades,
and the évolution of an art-form for the millions.

"Ail of the arts and ail of the industries are products of the same
forces. In the adventure of thèse pages we shall identify thèse forces
for the motion picture, in the plots and hopes of promoters, actors,
publishers, and politicians, and in the yearning, wishing millions who
pay the box office tolls where they see the sign hanging out 'Dreams
For Sale.' . . ."

THE ART OF THE MOTION PICTURE
Terry Ramsaye visualizes the motion picture as a genuine art
—"genuine in that it is strictly popular, appealing to and serving the multitude."
"For the first time in the history of the world," says Ramsaye in
the introduction, "an art has sprouted, grown up, and blossomed in so
brief a time that one person might stand by and see it happen.
"The motion picture is the great common denominator of the arts.
"This art has grown out of simple elemental wishes. Sex and combat are its chief instincts. . . .
"In the swift history of the films we see the entire évolution of art,
compressed and oversped on the screen of Time.
"An art is born before our eyes, just as thèse very motion pictures
have shown us in stop-motion pictures the butterfly emerging from the
cocoon. We see it struggle limply forth, dry its glamorous wings,
and fly—with ail its gay, gaudy spirit of youth.
"And—hutterfly-like—the service of this gossamer-winged art of
the flitting shadows is mostly in pollenizing the blossoms of the Wish,
be they rag-weeds of commonality or roses of culture. Rag-weeds are
more abundant than roses.
"A silly sanctity surrounds the standard, accepted, classic and traditional views of art. Each of the arts is surrounded by its priests
and temple dancers. They chant mummeries which pass for lore and
scream for the blood of heretics.
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"FROM ARISTOTLE TO ZUKOR"
"A MILLION AND ONE NIGHTS—THE HISTORY OF THE MOTION PICTURE" is much more, however, than an exposition of a
theory of art—it is essentially a human story, and its dramatis
personœ range from A to Z—literally from Aristotle (who made
scientific observations on shadow images) to Zukor, monarch
of the présent motion picture empire.
"Here romance and science," says the author, "corne blithely down
the centuries, bringing us the art of the screen and pictures that live.
Among the retainers, we shall find philosophers, savants and priests,
gamblers, adventurers and cut-throats, noblemen, gentlemen and cornmoners, wise men and fools—ail of the motley of life. . . ."

To the task of chronicling the history of the motion picture,
Terry Ramsaye has brought an extraordinary combination of
talents and resources; a scientific éducation, expérience as an
investigator gained in twelve years of strenuous newspaper work
on metropolitan dailies, and lastly ten years in éditorial and
executive capacities in the motion picture field. To this equipment is added an unmistakable gift for narrative and historical
writing.
AN INDEPENDENT CHRONICLE
Five years ago Terry Ramsaye freed himself of ail motion
picture alliances and placed himself in a position of sufficient
independence to pursue his researches without a biased eye to
the history's réception within the industry. After a few weeks
of preliminary investigation he found that virtually ail the
available literature on history of the motion picture was either
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incomplète, grossly in error, and in part purposely misleading,
or the propaganda of partisan interests—a jumble of distortions,
half-truths, publicity inventions and chicaneries.
Mr. Ramsaye's investigations have been carried on continuously for more than five years, at an expenditure of many thousands of dollars. They have taken him in to every corner of the
United States and Canada in quest of original documents, and
interviews with almost every living person connected with the
development of the motion picture in any important capacity.
Moreover, he has directed similar inquiries in Great Britain and
on the Continent. His files contain the notes of no less than
four hundred and fifty separate and distinct interviews and an
array of original documents, contracts, letters, account books
and court records.
From his intimate contact with magnâtes, imprésarios, and
stars, celebrities, caméra men, directors, and film people generally, Mr. Ramsaye has had unusually good primary sources
of information. Yet the book is neither propaganda nor exposé: neither of thèse would be nearly so enthralling as the
simple, episodic, dramatic récital of the précise truth.
From the nature of things, therefore, this long-awaited work
is the standard and unimpeachably authentic history of the motion picture. But, unlike many other chronicles representing
years of laborious inquiry, "A MILLION AND ONE NIGHTS" is
never dull, never pedantic, never bewilderingly intricate. It is
essentially a personal narrative, quickened by spirited épisode
and colored by picturesque détail.
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the most critical supervision. The resuit is a set of books to
delight the connoisseur, to gratify the fastidious fancier of first
éditions.
The work is printed by the Vail-Ballou Press of Binghamton, New York, from twelve point Bodoni type. The text, title
page, and page design are exactly those used in this announcement. The paper is a specially made rag stock; the binding is
by the Plimpton Press of Norwood, Massachusetts. One hundred f ull-page plates provide a diversified array of illustrations,
many of them never before published, and of rare historical
value.
Each volume is bound with parchment back and hand-made
paper sides, with full gilt top and genuine gold stamping. The
cover design and wrappers are in silver and blue, and the box
encasing the entire set is similarly embellished.
Since this de luxe pre-publication édition is rigorously restricted to three hundred and twenty-seven numbered copies,
each autographed by Thomas A. Edison, immédiate subscription
is suggested to those desiring to reserve a set. Réservations
will be entered in the order of their receipt. Because of the
small édition, delivery cannot be guaranteed. For convenience
in making réservations, the enclosed form is provided. The de
luxe édition will be ready for delivery on or about May 20th,
1926. Réservations may be entered now at the pre-publication
price of $60. On May 20th, the price will be advanced to $75.
Correspondence is invited.

A BOOK OF ENDURING BEAUTY
In physical form, the two volumes of "A MILLION AND ONE
NIGHTS—THE HISTORY OF THE MOTION PICTURE" are worthy of
the thème. Craftsmen of high rank were commissioned for the
various assignments in connection with the plan and production
of the work and they were instructed to spare no efforts to make
each volume a thing of beauty. Every détail was subjected to
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FORE WORD
THE ART AND ITS AUDIENCE
This history is a news story. It endeavors to cover the birth
of a new art—the motion picture.
For the first time in the history of the world, so far as the
author has been able to discover, an art has sprouted, grown up
and blossomed in so brief a time that one person might stand
by and see it happen.
The motion picture has occurred, or perhaps has been committed, in the présence of a reporter, who has been busy the
while, taking notes and interviewing the possibly innocent bystanders.
The motion picture is a genuine art. It is genuine in that
it is strictly popular, appealing to and serving the multitudes.
This art has grown out of simple, elemental wishes. The
forms which it has taken are the products of now well recognized human traits. Like ail the great arts its appeal is based
on a few primitive, and therefore universal, instincts and
mechanisms in man. Sex and combat are the chief instincts.
The eye is the principal mechanism.
The motion picture is the great common denominator of
the arts.
Like ail great arts, the motion picture has grown up by appeal to the interests of childhood and youth.
The average life of the savage who began the arts of the
dance, the song and the picture was not more than fifteen years.
Men were old at twenty. Women were withering hags at
eighteen. A person of fifty was a Methusaleh.
The intelligence tester tells us that the effective âge of the

PREFACE
This history is a taie for its own sake. Many, and perhaps
most, of the facts presented in thèse pages will be found to be
new or at variance with the generally accepted traditions and
writings of the motion picture.
The recorded annals and expressions pertaining to the screen
broadly considered fall, often precipitately, into two classifications; those written to serve spécial interests within the industry or other partisan purposes and the observations of writers remotely external to the world of the motion picture.
Late in 1920 James R. Quirk, the editor-publisher of
Photoplay Magazine, recognizing the lack of any cohérent and
authenticated record of the rise of the motion picture commissioned me to undertake the préparation of a séries of
twelve articles covering the subject. The preliminary survey
of the field indicated so much material that the séries was extended to thirty-six installments running for three years in the
magazine. However, even this extraordinary éditorial endurance did not permit a complète présentation of the ever
unfolding story with its tempting new vistas beckoning for
exploration. Now two years more have been devoted to completing some of the more important researches and a recasting
of the entire mass of material in the light of the progressive
developments.
Because of the strong coloration of individual and spécial
interest in much of the writing concerning the screen, it is
necessary to state that there is nothing in this narrative
especially in behalf of any person or concern in anywise related to the art or industry.
My contact with the motion picture began in 1913 when I

This is, I believe, the first endeavor to set down the
whole and true story of the motion picture. I have
been in contact with the author's researches through
his years of préparation and I am aware of an unrelenting effort at exact fact. A high degree of detailed
accuracy has been attained. Ramsaye's théories, opinions and déductions are his own.
(THOMAS A. EDISON)
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to his Oshkosh client with startling results—Laemmle, quitting the clothing store, discovers Hale's Tours and invests
in a nickelodeon—John R. Freuler meets Harry E. Aitken,
film salesman, starting the Western Film Exchange of Milwaukee—Sol Brill and William Fox, New York cloth
spongers, buy an arcade.
CHAPTER FORTY-FOUR: ENTER D. W. GRIFFITH WITH Mss.
Larry Griffith, actor, in from the road makes a scénario from
La Tosca and lands a part in an Edison one reeler of 1907—
Griffith at Biograph when he did not want to direct—Arthur
Johnson cast in "The Adventures of Dolly."
CHAPTER FORTY-FIVE: KALEM AND THE FIRST BEN HUR .
Kleine, Long and Marion organize a producing company—
Sidney Olcott, first Kalem director enters pictures supported
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is formed, December 18, 1908.
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Nesbit—Mayor McClellan holds a hearing—Nickelodeons shut
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The movies become "educational" at once—National Board
of Censorship formed by the People's Institute—The Révérend Wilbur Fisk Crafts and Canon William Sheafe Chase
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CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT: THE TRUST WAR BEGINS . . .
Film Service Association gets the Patents Company ultimatum
—Bill Swanson joins a party at the Republican Club—Adam
Kessel, bookmaker, driven from race track by Canon Chase
campaign, discovers opportunity in the films—Kessel and
Charles 0. Baumann star in a picture—Swanson and Laemmle
become Independents—Al McCoy pursues Mark Dintenfass,
early Independent producer, who finds refuge with Lubin in
a Patents Company studio—J. J. Murdock organizes to import film for the Independents—Porter quits Edison to form
Rex—p. A. Powers becomes a producer—Bianchi invents a
new caméra resulting in the "Columbia License"—Edwin
Thanhouser starts production in a skating rink—"A Lousy
Statement" from the Patents Company on "LICEnses."
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gets Pickford—Tom Ince becomes a director and takes his
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fights.
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the screen.
CHAPTER SIXTY-THREE: "THE BIRTH OF A NATION"
. .
Aitken and Griffith meet—Griffith quits Biograph with an announcement telling the world several things—Dixon's Novel,
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The Clansman, inspires a motion picture and the new Ku
Klux Klan—Epoch Film Corporation offers The Birth of a
Nation—Notables from Dr. Elliot of Harvard to Booker T.
Washington denounce Griffith's masterpiece—Anita Loos joins
Griffith's staff as title writer and scénario expert.
CHAPTER SIXTY-FOUR: "CHARLIE CHAPMAN" GETS AN OFFER
Adam Kessel, out to kill a sultry afternoon, sees a funny
fellow in an act at Hammerstein's—Chaplin joins Sennett at
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sériai, The Adventures of Kathlyn—Rival Hearst sériais—
The Million Dollar Mystery, introducing James Cruze—J.
Casey Cairns gets a snowstorm—Roy McCardell had a $10,000
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Harry E. Aitken makes a deal to have the Mexican révolution
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then the screen impressario of the Strand Théâtre—Roxy's
broken date with Marcus Loew—Selig's production of The
Spoilers by Rex Beach—The Vitagraph Théâtre—Big théâtres
in California and Australia—J. D. Williams in the land of
the kangaroo—Hobart Bosworth's The Sea Wolf—Kitty Kelly
of The Chicago Tribune begins film criticisms—Motion picture publications—The rise of Photoplay Magazine under
James R. Quirk—Famous screen writers.
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Theda Bara in the pose and rôle of the Vampire in A FOOL THERE WAS,
with which the William Fox studio gave the screen a new type and the language
a new verb.

The Edison "Black Marin," the iirst motion picture studio in the world, built to muke pictures for the pecp show Kinetoscopethe studio revolved to follow the sunlight.

Bial's could imagine, then.

Gloria Swanson, in the days of lier service to Mack Sennett comédies of the
early Ukelele Period—her robusl friend in this scène is Mack Swain, a comedian
of Keystone origin.
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itham relies —at left—Michael
Léonard, who posed for the first
screen fight made for Latham's
spécial édition of Edison's
Kinetoscope — above — one of
Latham's Pantoptikon's, first
projeetor — at righl — Latham
Eidoloscope film of 1895, exact

Thomas A. Edison, inventor of the motion pictuïë film, (lie caméra and the
Kinetoscope— the technological foundation of the art of the motion picture.

